
   

       

  Mother's Day Explorer
 

£103.84 £93.46
OUT OF STOCK

Quick Overview
A grand gesture gift filled to the brim with gourmet treats for your
amazing Mum on this Mother's Day, coloured in orange and grey this
makes a spectacular gift any time you want to show your love and
appreciation.

  Details
 
One day a year you get the chance to show your Mum that she means the world to you, and this Mother's Day Explorer gift basket provides all
the essentials of a spectacular Mother's day treat. We have taken advantage of the wide range of local artisan producers to assemble a wide
variety of sweet treats and delightful gifts. We have included a beautiful china Rufus Rabbit mug to ensure a lasting reminder of what a
wonderful Mother she is every time she sits down for a well earned cuppa. The thoughtful addition of a boutique candle tops off the display
with subtle scents to encourage a feeling of relaxation and releasing of anxieties. For this Mother's Day Explorer basket we chose to forgo the
traditional pink and purples of Mother's Days past and bring a modern opulent vibe to this new Mother's Day gift basket. We have scoured the
country to find the finest producers of gourmet products, and combined them to create a mouthwatering selection of creamy chocolates and
rich baked items that go along perfectly with local tea included in the Mother's Day Explorer gift. Sometimes hardworking Mums need a little
bit of encouragement to take a day off and truly pamper themselves on their dedicated day, so we have carefully selected these treats to entice
and satisfy all palettes, ensuring a pampering experience to enjoy and unwind on Mother's Day. Show your Mother the love and appreciation
she deserves this year with this brilliant Mother's Day gift basket that is hand packed to ensure receiving this gift is as fun and enjoyable as the
treats they will discover inside.

Additional Information
 
Contents Rufus rabbit Gorgeous Mummy Mug Silentnight Awake Candle Naive Golden Berry Chocolate Butlers The

Chocolate Box The Original Cake Company Chocolate Cake Pandora Bell Jellies Holmes Chocolate Enrobed
Shortbread Holmes Millionaire's Shortbread NEMI English Breakfast Tea bags Graham's Irish Butter
Shortbread SD Bells Tea Bags 80 Lismore Milk Chocolate Apple Sticks Pink Finch Apple Crisps Presented in
open Wicker Gift Basket Gift wrapped and decorated with hand tied silk ribbon Mother's Day gift card for
your personal message
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